Black History Month

A

s racial tensions remain on the rise

Month becomes of even greater significance.
It is crucial to understand where Blacks
started out in our nation to properly address
current events.
During this time, employees may not know
how to address racial issues in the office. But
today's climate has changed. Employees may
feel they cannot bring their whole selves to
work if they don't think racial issues are up for
discussion in the office. This is not true — as
long as it's done the right way.
For this reason we are providing additional
resources for all employees along with this
MIB.
As always, we are providing our Timeline,
highlighting events pertaining to Blacks
throughout our nation’s history and up to the
present, as well as our Facts and Figures,
giving information on Blacks in corporate
America, education statistics and financial
figures.
In addition, we are providing links to a host
of articles and videos all centered around
career advice for Blacks as well as best
practices in how companies just like yours
are addressing — rather than ignoring —
today's racially charged climate. These
companies have successfully navigated these
real, sometimes painful, conversations.
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TIMELINE

The unique history of Blacks in the United States is the clearest indication of evolving humanrights values and represents a moral and economic battle that split this nation.

Discussion Questions for Employees
Black History Month started in 1926. Is it still relevant to have a month-long celebration?
Your guided discussion should focus on the many contributions Blacks have made to U.S.
history and the continued debate about whether one month is sufficient. Point to examples of
recent groundbreaking events. Discussions on new achievements, challenges and victories
are always relevant.
Why are “firsts” important to note? What barrier breakers have you witnessed in your lifetime?
This personal conversation will help employees note additional events that they may not have
been aware of.
How does understanding the past help us deal with the present?
Can similarities be drawn between civil rights activism during the era of Rosa Parks and Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. and the goals of today’s Black Lives Matter activists?
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FACTS & FIGURES

Discussion Questions for Employees
What does it take to move into the senior-executive pipeline at your company? Do you think
it’s important for younger managers to have role models who look like them?

The Black community represents an increasing share of the consumer marketplace.
What efforts are you undertaking to reach Black consumers or clients?
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1955

1968

Dr. King is assassinated

1968

President Johnson signs Civil
Rights Act of 1968, which prohibits
discrimination in the sale, rental and
nancing of housing

1972

Shirley Chisholm becomes rst major
party Black candidate to run for president

1983

Vanessa Williams becomes rst Black
Miss America

1984

Rev Jesse Jackson becomes rst Black
to make serious bid for presidency

1986

First observation of Dr. King’s birthday
as a national holiday

1990

Douglas Wilder of Virginia becomes
rst Black to be elected governor

1991

President George H.W. Bush signs Civil
Rights Act of 1991, which strengthens
laws on employment discrimination

1993

Dr. Joycelyn Elders becomes rst Black
Surgeon General

2001

General Colin Powell becomes rst
Black Secretary of State

2009

Barack Obama becomes rst Black
president

2014

Hundreds gather in various protests
across the country after grand juries
decline to indict Michael Brown’s and
Eric Garner’s killers

2015

Black Lives Matter gains momentum
amid the shootings of unarmed Black
citizens by white police of cers

the Montgomery Bus Boycott
1957

1960

1961
1962

President Kennedy to send in

1963

1963

Four young Black girls are killed in the

1964

1965

1965

1965

1967

Loving v. Virginia

Rosa Parks

Martin Luther King Jr.

2016

interracial marriages to be
unconstitutional
1967
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Former President and First Lady Barack
and Michelle Obama
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2016

Simone Biles became the rst AfricanAmerican and woman to win four
Olympic gold medals in women’s
gymnastics at a single game for the
U.S. (as well as a bronze at the 2016
Rio Olympics.

2016

Simone Maneul was the rst AfricanAmerican woman to win an
individual event in Olympic swimming.

2016

Carla Hayden con rmed as the rst
African-American head of the Library
of Congress.

2016

ABC’s Channing Dungey named
entertainment president, becoming
the rst African-American to lead
programming at a major broadcast
network.

2016

Lisa Blunt Rochester becomes the rst
woman and rst African-American to
be elected to Congress from Delaware.

2016

Kamala Harris becomes only the second
black woman and rst Indian American
woman to join the U.S. Senate since
Carol Moseley Braun was appointed
over 20 years ago.

2017

Lena Waithe becomes the rst Black
woman to win an Emmy Award for
comedy writing.

2017

Andrea Jenkins made history as the rst
openly transgender Black woman to
be elected to public o ce in the United
States. She will serve on the Minneapolis
City Council.

2017

Ulysha Renee Hall becomes Dallas’ rst
Black woman police chief.

2018

Kehinde Wiley becomes the rst AfricanAmerican artist to paint a portrait of
a US president to be displayed in the
Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery.

2018

Amy Sherald becomes the rst AfricanAmerican artist to paint a portrait for
a US rst-lady to be displayed in the
Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery.

2018

Darryl A. Williams becomes the rst
African-American superintendent
of the United States Military
Academy.

2018

Lorna Mahlock becomes the rst
African-American woman U.S.
Marine Corps general o cer.

2019

2018

Ayanna Pressley becomes the rst
African-American House member
from Massachusetts.

2018

Jahana Hayes becomes the rst
black congresswoman from
Connecticut.

2018

Black Panther becomes the
9th-highest-grossing lm of all
time with over $1.35 billion
worldwide. It is the highest
grossing lm by a black director,
and becoming the highestgrossing 2018 lm in the U.S.
and Canada and second-highest
-grossing lm of 2018 worldwide.
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$46 billion

$52 billion

$54 billion

$60 billion

$72 billion

$90 billion

$90 billion

$93 billion

$116billion

$117 billion

$61,372

$60,309

$40,258

$40,340

$50,486

$48,700

$66,440
$68,145

$81,331

$83,183

55.1%
49.1%
37.3%
31%
23.5%
12.4%
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16.4%

16.8%

18.6%
12.9%
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Sources: United States Census Bureau, University of Georgia Terry College of Business, Catalyst, National Center for Education Statistics

